
emerge as well from their brief exposu

to a new culture. One student has had h

backpack stolen at an Internet cafe. Lau

Troyani ’05 is taken aback by the limits 

political discussion—by the fact th

Chile appears “so divided.” Eric Price ’0

is struck by “the level of classism,” by th

“shocking” fear of seeming “low class” 

appearance or manner—a theme Alexan

dra Hynes ’05 echoes. Melissa Dell ’0

who worked in rural Peru last summe

sees similar attitudes in the relatively h

mogeneous Chileans’ seeming disdain f

darker-skinned Peruvian immigrants.

In the next few weeks they report viv

political debates, fresh cultural encounter

and experiences that challenge their Ame

ican assumptions. By semester’s end, the

will likely make discoveries similar to tho

of the two study-abroad classes who pr

ceded them: four students each in th

spring and fall 2003 terms. All had some f

cility in Spanish, and wished to perfect 

Some spent lots of time with their Chilea

families. Others traveled nearly ever

weekend, to the northern desert, th

Yosemite-like parks in Patagonia, th

Andes, Easter Island, Buenos Aires. Mo

report lighter academic loads than in Cam

bridge. Flora Lindsay-Herrera ’05, in Chi

last fall, found the term “a lot less stressf

than Harvard,” with fewer extracurricul

demands and smaller classes. It was “ni

just to have a break,” she says. The studen

praise the DRCLAS sta≠ for help fro

their arrival through arranging high-lev

internships.

A few had transformative experience

Government concentrator Lucas Tate ’0

(a risk-taker who spent the fall semest

of his second College year bicyclin

across America) immersed himself 

poor Santiago communities and in far

communes during the spring of 200

coming into touch with “amazingly di

ferent ways of life. That was what I real

wanted.” He emerged with a sense 

“people who fight for social justice, fo

some sense of fairness in the way yo

structure society and you take care 

people,” even with scarce resource

“Having seen that, it’s emboldened me 

be more demanding of U.S. politician

and policymakers to do something decen

with the embarrassment of resources w

have.” Brian Matthay ’04, an environmen
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ACQUISITIONS AND HOLDINGS

Total Volumes and 
Net Increase Pamphlets

University Library (HUL) 665 114,425
Faculty of Arts and Sciences

Central Collections 158,211 9,030,233
House Libraries -(17) 151,863
Departmental &
Divisional Libraries 6,013 349,627

Special & Research Libraries 17,882 1,116,120
Graduate Faculty Libraries 59,270 4,095,147

University Library Totals 242,024 14,857,415

The University’s extraordinary library system, among the world’s
largest, grows apace. In fiscal year 2002, the collections grew by nearly a
quarter-million items—exclusive of additions to the holdings of micro-
films (5.5 million), manuscripts (many millions), visual items (more than
5 million), maps (500,000), sound recordings (65,000), and thousands of
shelf-feet of ephemera.

H A R VA R D  B Y  T H E  N U M B E R S

SELECTED

HOLDINGS

Departmental and Divisional Libraries

Biblioteca Berenson 132,569

Botany Libraries 278,147

Dumbarton Oaks Research Library 180,376

Museum of Comparative Zoology 284,858

Library of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences (Harvard College Library)

Fine Arts 308,201

Harvard-Yenching 1,037,411
Houghton 469,860

Widener 5,706,291

Faculty Libraries

Business (Baker) 626,544

Design (Loeb) 277,109

Divinity  462,686

Education (Gutman)  197,417

Law  1,665,989

Medicine (Countway)  695,203
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